
Real Estate Investors:

How to buy apartment buildings

zero down... By using better

(epic) Pet Policies.

(yeah... just with pet policies.)

"How a Midwest cowgirl made OVER $630,000
on a single deal by turning her love of animals

into better pet policies for tenants..."

And they weren't even
(gasp) her tenants.
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GDP (in billions) US Pets

That's more than the GDP of the

poorest 30 countries COMBINED

Americans Spend Over $70
Billion a Year on Pets

2 out of 3 households
have a pet

On average tenants
with pets pay more in

rent and stay up to
35% longer.

Yet nearly all investors HATE
tenants with pets.

This Gives you with a

huge opportunity.

This is ONLY for animal lovers.

If you do this correctly, you will make money, the
landlords will make money, the tenants will be

happier but the most important thing is:

The Animals are Happier.

Animal
Lovers

Real Estate
Investors

You should

be here

You will increase the value of the apartments by
increasing the income, then you will leverage
that forced equity/appreciation to own and/or
control the property.

One sentence summary:

Three
Simple Steps:
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Identify Target Property

Execute Epic Pet Policies

Get That Money Dawg

1 32You can use a

property of

your own.

You can JV and partner

directly with the owner

and use their property.

You can work with the

owners' management

team on their property.

Identify Target Property

1 32First put in

place the basic

pet policies

Then start the advanced

pet policies and improve

the results

Finally execute the epic

pet policies and start

acquiring assets

Execute Epic Pet Policies

1 32get residuals

(usually thousands

a month)

value/equity assigns for

one big payday (usually

$100k+) 

Leverage and acquire the

property part/whole. 

(100k+ and cash flow)

Get That Money Dawg

Which do you think won?*

The three blocks above  vs. The three blocks below

We tested each one and then both of them together, one
approach results in four times the recollection.

1.  You can use a property of
your own.

Identify Target Property

2.  You can JV and partner with an
owner and use their property.

You can work with the owners'
management team on their property.3. 

1.  First put in place the basic
pet policies.

2.  Then start the advanced pet
policies and improve the results

Finally execute the epic pet policies
and start acquiring assets.3. Execute Epic Pet Policies

1. 
Get residuals (usually
thousands a month)

2.  Value/Equity assigns for one big
payday (usually $100k+) 

Leverage and acquire the property
part/whole.  (100k+ and cash flow)3.Get That Money Dawg

My friends and I come up with stuff

like this all the time, and people

alwayz axe me the same thing...

Should you just
"work on your strengths"?

King of Horror
In 2019 I read Stephen King's latest book 'The
Outsider' and after finishing it I smiled when I 
realized that King had slowly moved away from
horror and was entering the insanely competitive
crime/mystery arena.  He could've just backstroked
his way to another horror classic but instead swam
against the stream and challenged himself to evolve. 
 
Harry Potter
J.K. Rowling did the same thing, turning down
roughly half a billion dollars to continue writing about
Hogwarts, and instead she secretly worked on an
adult crime novel that was released under a pen
name.  
 
Be Like Mike
Michael Jordan left basketball to play baseball, came
back better than ever and reclaimed his world
championship.  Don't focus on how (not) well he
played baseball, but on the challenge he put on
himself.  Always getting better.

Dave Chappelle was offered about $50 million to continue his
comedy show (his "strength") but he turned it down and left the
limelight only to resurface a decade later and focus on stand
up (not the safe move) and broke records by making over
$100 million.
 
Over twice what he would've gotten for playing it safe and
continuing the show. 

Azam, how did you come

up with this ?

Because, he is a fu**ing genius.

I know, but how did he do it?

Because... he is a fu**ing genius.

Oh, I see...

The Point?

The best are always challenging
themselves to be better.

Make it happen G

BAD GOOD

Being an LC and not executing,
not sharing and not helping

others see the light.

Take at least a little bit of action,
spread the love, share this post

and let me know how you're
helping people.

More details below, as always I

love hearing your success

stories... = )

*(Plus I'll tell you which of the three blocks won)
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